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Abstract
The laminar-turbulent transition of the ﬂow in a zero-pressure-gradient streamwise corner is investigated by means of direct nu-
merical simulation (DNS). Two basic scenarios are considered: transition caused by harmonic Tollmien-Schlichting type waves
within the boundary-layer, and bypass transition triggered by homogeneous isotropic turbulence in the free-stream. In the ﬁrst case,
we further distinguish between waves that are symmetric, and waves that are anti-symmetric with respect to the corner bisector.
It is found that turbulence originates from the corner in the classical boundary-layer transition scenario for both, symmetric and
anti-symmetric perturbations. However, no such preference for the near-corner region is observed in bypass transition.
c© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.
Selection and peer-review under responsibility of ABCM (Brazilian Society of Mechanical Sciences and Engineering).
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1. Introduction
The laminar-turbulent transition of the ﬂow along two semi-inﬁnite perpendicular ﬂat plates at zero angle of inci-
dence is investigated numerically. In particular, we consider the transition upon the self-similar laminar base-state ﬁrst
calculated by Rubin & Grossman1 for the incompressible and by Mikhail & Ghia2 for general compressible ﬂuids.
In experiment, the laminar base-ﬂow and its transition to turbulence was extensively studied in the 1970s and 1980s.
The results of multiple experimental studies were summarised by Zamir3. Two main observations were consistently
made: the experimental realisation of the ﬂow deviates from the self-similar solution in form of an outward bulge
in the lines of constant streamwise velocity in the near-corner region, and transition occurs much earlier than for the
Blasius ﬂat-plate scenario. Later, it was demonstrated by Kornilov & Kharitonov4 that the base-ﬂow deviation from
the theoretical solutions stems from the pressure gradient induced by the leading edge, also in experiment. Recently,
Schmidt5 demonstrated that such a deformation has a drastic destabilising eﬀect (in terms of linear stability) on the
laminar ﬂow. In the present study, the well-established self-similar state is investigated for comparability.
The scope of our work is to shed some light on the relevance of the diﬀerent paths to transition for the corner-
ﬂow problem, i.e. Tollmien-Schlichting-wave induced transition and bypass transition under free-stream turbulence
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Fig. 1. Self-similar base-ﬂow in the transverse plane 7: (a) streamwise velocity; (b) lower wall-normal cross-ﬂow velocity.
(FST). The numerical tools and the laminar base-state are reviewed in §2, results of the classical and bypass transition
simulations are presented in §§3.1 and 3.2, respectively, and a discussion is given in §4.
2. Numerical methods and laminar base-state
The ﬂow of a compressible Newtonian ﬂuid is generally governed by the full Navier-Stokes equations
∂ρ
∂t
= −∇ · ρu, (1)
∂ρu
∂t
= −
1
2
∇ · (u ⊗ ρu + ρu ⊗ u) − ∇p +
1
Re
∇ · τ, (2)
∂ρe
∂t
= −∇ · ρeu +
1
(γ − 1)RePrMa2∞
∇ · k∇T − ∇ · pu +
1
Re
∇ · τu, (3)
where ρ is the density, u = (u, v,w)T the velocity vector in the Cartesian coordinate frame x = (x, y, z)T , p the pressure,
T the temperature and e the total energy. The dynamic viscosity μ and the thermal conductivity k are material proper-
ties. The pressure is non-dimensionalised by twice the dynamic pressure ρ∗∞u
∗2
∞ , coordinates by the local displacement
thickness δ∗
1
=
∫ ∞
0
[1 − ρ∗u∗/ρ∗∞u
∗
∞] dy
∗ and all other quantities by their respective free-stream value. Superscript (∗)
and subscript (∞) denote dimensional quantities and free-stream values, respectively. The full Navier-Stokes equa-
tions (1-3) are solved by the direct numerical simulation (DNS) code NS3D6 for the simulation of three transition
scenarios presented in §3. Sixth-order accurate compact ﬁnite diﬀerences are used for the spatial discretisation, and
a standard fourth-order accurate Runge-Kutta method for integration in time. A Reynolds decomposition ansatz that
separates a given ﬂow quantity q into a steady base part q0 and a ﬂuctuation part q
′ allows us to enforce boundary
conditions on the ﬂuctuation part only, see e.g. Schmidt5. The steady laminar base-state as depicted in ﬁgure 1 is
obtained as a solution to the parabolised Navier-Stokes equations8 and corresponds to the lower branch of the dual
solution found by Ridha9. Along the two ﬂat plates at some distance away from the intersection, the streamwise
velocity as seen in ﬁgure 1a resembles the Blasius scenario. The complex cross-ﬂow pattern visualised in ﬁgure 1b
is a result of the superposition of the displacement eﬀects of the adjacent walls. Its asymptotic behaviour is the main
reason why we rely on a perturbation formulation for the DNS. The free-stream and material properties correspond
to dry air at a Mach number of Ma = 0.8 and a temperature of T∞ = 300K. In order to trigger classical (Tollmien-
Schlichting-wave induced) transition (§3.1), periodic wall heating and cooling is applied in a narrow band close to
the inlet of the computational box in order to force harmonic oscillations with an initial amplitude of |u′| ≈ 6%. A
perturbation frequency of ω = 0.09 is chosen to guarantee high spatial ampliﬁcation. In §3.2, isotropic and homo-
geneous FST enters through the inlet and triggers bypass transition. It is generated as a superposition of continuous
mode solutions to the underlying linear stability problem following the ansatz by Jacobs & Durbin10. For the present
study, the method is extended to compressible ﬂows and two-dimensional eigenfunctions. The linear stability eigen-
value problem in the transverse plane is set up and solved as described in Schmidt & Rist8, except for the spatial
discretisation. Here, ﬁfth-order accurate ﬁnite diﬀerences upon a uniform grid are used instead of a spectral approach
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to calculate continuous mode solutions. In order to be realistic, the artiﬁcial inﬂow turbulence is desired to have the
wave number distribution corresponding to the empirical von Ka´rma´n spectrum
Ere f (k) =
2
3
a(kL)4
(b + (kL)2)17/6
Lq, (4)
i.e. apart from being isotropic and homogeneous. Here, k is the modulus of the wavenumber vector k = (kx, ky, kz)
T ,
a = 1.606 and b = 1.350 are empirical constants, L = 2.5 the turbulence integral length scale chosen for the current
investigation, and q =
∫
E(k) dk = 1
2
u′ · u′ the turbulence kinetic energy. The spectral content of each individual
continuous mode in terms of ky and kz is obtained via a two-dimensional Fourier decomposition of the corresponding
eigenfunction, whereas the streamwise wave number kx is a free parameter of the linear stability problem. Note that
this step is not necessary in the case where the spanwise direction is homogeneous and the wall-normal wave number
can be ﬁxed by an appropriate boundary condition, e.g. as for the ﬂat plate. Here, however, ky and kz are intrinsic
to the eigenfunctions. A basis consisting of 2500 modes was found suﬃcient to meet the requirements posed on the
above turbulence properties. The allowed streamwise wave number space was uniformly divided into 50 intervals
of kx, and 600 continuous modes were calculated for each kx using the standard shift-invert Arnoldi method, out of
which 50 were randomly chosen to form the basis. Before that, unsuitable modes were ﬁltered out, i.e. entropy and
pressure waves. The minimum and maximum wavenumbers are determined by the spanwise computational domain
extent and the maximum grid spacing through the Nyquist criterion, respectively, and dictate the allowed wavenumber
regime, i.e. 0.136 ≤ kx, ky, kz ≤ 2.001. For the sake of homogeneity, the same limits are applied in all directions. In
the homogeneous case, e.g. in the work of Jacobs & Durbin10 or Brandt et al. 11, modes are calculated for speciﬁc
values kx, ky and kz, Hence, the modal wave number magnitude is set/known and the modal amplitudes are chosen
such that the desired spectrum is met. The non-homogeneous two-dimensional eigenfunctions at hand, however,
feature a banded wavenumber distribution in the spanwise directions. In other words, an individual mode cannot be
associated with just one speciﬁc wave number modulus. In order to ﬁnd the modal amplitudes Am such that the modal
superposition (sum in equation 5) results in the target spectrum Ere f (k), we formulate an optimisation problem of the
form
min
|Am |,kl≤ki≤ku
∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
m∑
m=1
A2mE
(i)
uu,m
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ − E(i)re f
∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
2
2
(5)
to ﬁnd an approximative solution in a least-squares sense. Note that the unknown model parameters Am appear squared
as the reference function is of energy-type. We apply a standard iterative Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm to solve
the above non-linear least squares problem. The so-modelled FST is found homogeneous and isotropic after a short
initial transient of ≈ 5% of the computational box length, where the streamwise perturbation velocity lags behind the
spanwise components. However, this initial stage is not of interest as the main receptivity process takes place some
distance further downstream as discussed later in §3.2.
The computational box sizes and resolutions for the DNS are listed in table 1 below. At the outlet, a sponge region
with a spatial extent of 2% of the domain length that forces all perturbations to zero is combined with a subsonic
outﬂow condition12 in all simulations. Walls are being assumed to be adiabatic. Homogeneous Neumann conditions
are enforced on the far-ﬁeld boundaries, with and without sponge for the bypass and classical transition calculations,
respectively, as well as on the inlet for the classical transition cases. Note that the Neumann conditions are compatible
with the forced two-dimensional waves in the classical scenario simulations. The artiﬁcial FST is directly prescribed
at the inlet in form of a non-homogeneous Dirichlet condition.
Table 1. Computational domains; Rex,0 and Rex,1 are the local Reynolds numbers at the beginning and the end of the computational box, respec-
tively. xp,0 and xp,1 denote the beginning and the end of the wall-forcing strip, Tu is the turbulence intensity, y1 and z1 are the domain extents in
the spanwise directions, N denotes the number of grid points in the respective direction (subscript), and Δt the numerical time step.
case Rex,0 Rex,1 xp,0 xp,1 Tu [%] y1 z1 Nx Ny Nz Δt
wall-forcing 15 × 104 42.5 × 104 197.12 208.61 - 54 54 1250 400 400 0.005
free-stream turbulence 15 × 104 70 × 104 - - 3 54 25 2500 214 400 0.005
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Fig. 2. Instantaneous visualization of the transition process; isosurfaces of the λ2-criterion at λ2 = −0.01 coloured by the local streamwise velocity
of the base-state, and isocontours of the wall pressure perturbation at ρ′ = 0.002 ( ) and ρ′ = −0.002 (− − −): (a) symmetric wall forcing, (b)
anti-symmetric wall forcing, (c) FST.
3. Results
All results presented in the following are obtained after all initial transients have decayed, i.e. for times longer
than about two ﬂow-through times. An overview of all three calculations at a representative time instant is shown in
ﬁgure 2. Here, transitional or turbulent parts of the ﬂow are accentuated by means of coloured λ2-isosurfaces. The
qualitative diﬀerence between the routes to transition for the wall-forced cases in ﬁgure 2a-b, and the FST case in
ﬁgure 2c is apparent at ﬁrst glance: turbulence develops in form of a wedge along the corner in both cases of periodic
wall forcing, whereas seemingly randomly located turbulent sport emerge under FST. The two scenarios are analysed
in detail in the following.
3.1. Classical transition
From ﬁgure 2a-b, it is observed that the corner region plays a decisive role in the onset of turbulence under periodic
forcing, and that turbulence spreads at a larger angle under anti-symmetric forcing. A likely cause for the latter
observation is the perturbation shear stress induced by the phase-shift between the lower- and back-wall forcing.
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Fig. 3. Isocontours of the time-averaged streamwise velocity u ( , in 10% increments), and mean-ﬂow deformation in transversal planes for
symmetric (a-b) and anti-symmetric (d-f) forcing: (− − −) δ99 of u; (− − −) δ99 of u0: (a,d) x = 267.49, (b,e) x = 332.12, and (c,f) x = 396.74,
corresponding to the beginning, the middle, and the end of the DMD subdomain, respectively.
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Fig. 4. Dynamic mode decomposition of the symmetric forcing data from 140 snapshots over one fundamental period: (a) empirical Ritz values
(◦); (b) magnitudes of the Koopman modes on a linear (, lower left) and a logarithmic scale ( , upper right). The dashed line (− − −) shows a
slope of ω−5/3, and the forcing frequency is highlighted by (◦) and () in (a) and (b), respectively.
The time-averaged streamwise velocity u = N−1ΣN
i=1
ui and mean-ﬂow deformation u′ = u−u0 ﬁelds at three stream-
wise locations within the early stage of transition are shown in ﬁgure 3. The average is taken over one fundamental
forcing period. The top and bottom row depict the symmetric and anti-symmetric case, respectively. At a position
closely behind the perturbation strip as seen in ﬁgures 3a and 3d, no signiﬁcant deviation from the laminar state is
observed. A position further downstream, non-linear interactions lead to a mean-ﬂow distortion in form of a convex
bulge in the corner region in the symmetric case. In the anti-symmetric case, a concave deformation is observed
which is ﬂanked by outward bulges at the edges of the turbulent wedge on both sides. Even further downstream, both
cases show a signiﬁcant deformation from the self-similar base-state. All deformations described above lead to highly
inﬂectional streamwise mean velocity proﬁles that are prone to secondary instability. Therefore, rapid transition and
the observed spanwise spread of turbulence is not unexpected.
The transitional ﬂow is decomposed using the DMD method by Schmid13 using a 140 snapshot basis, uniformly
distributed over one fundamental period. The spectral analysis is conducted within a [267.5, 396.7] × [0, 22.8] ×
[0, 22.8] subdomain that covers the initial stage of transition behind the perturbation source. The empirical Ritz
values are depicted in ﬁgure 4a in the complex plane. It can be seen that all Ritz values are located on the unit circle,
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Fig. 5. Dynamic modes of the transitional DNS visualized by isosurfaces of the streamwise perturbation velocity; () uˆ = 0.2|uˆ|max, () uˆ =
−0.2|uˆ|max: (a) fundamental frequency Im(ω) = 0.09, (b) ﬁrst higher harmonic Im(ω) = 0.18, and (c), second higher harmonic Im(ω) = 0.27.
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Fig. 6. Downstream development of DMD modes in terms of the local maximum of the streamwise perturbation velocity: (—–) forcing frequency;
(—–) mean-ﬂow deformation; (—–) higher harmonics.
indicating zero temporal growth as expected for a convective problem on its limit cycle. Also, the values are evenly
distributed, meaning that the ﬂow ﬁeld is clearly decomposed into mono-frequency modes of integer multiples of the
forcing frequency. The modal amplitudes are shown in ﬁgure 4b as a function of the modal frequency on a linear and
a logarithmic scale in the same plot. The ﬁrst Koopman mode is found to be the most energetic. This result is not
surprising as the ﬁrst mode embodies the steady component with ω = 0 which is similar but not necessarily equal to
the mean-ﬂow deformation14. The second most energetic mode is the direct response of the base-state to the forcing
frequency at ω = 0.09. For higher frequencies, the modal energy distribution is found in good agreement with the
−5/3 power-law of the inertial subrange of the energy cascade.
The modal structures corresponding to the fundamental frequency and the ﬁrst two higher harmonics are visualized
in ﬁgure 5 for the symmetric case. It can be seen that energy is distributed towards higher wave numbers in accordance
with the energy cascade. This is clearly indicated by the increasingly ﬁne ﬂow patterns when comparing the modes in
the given order of increasing frequency. The same holds for the anti-symmetric case (not depicted here).
The spatial perturbation development by means of the modal local maximum of the streamwise perturbation ve-
locity is examined in ﬁgure 6 by means of the local velocity maximum at each streamwise location. It can be seen
that the mean-ﬂow deformation gains approximately one order of magnitude while almost monotonically increasing
its amplitude from ≈ 2% at the beginning to ≈ 30% of the free-stream velocity at the end of the DMD subdomain.
The mode corresponding to the forcing frequency attains an amplitude of ≈ 12%. The higher frequency modes appear
ordered by amplitude up to the fourth higher harmonic, and reach a level of saturation for x  360.
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Fig. 7. Instantaneous visualization of the transition process under FST in terms of the streamwise perturbation velocity u′ in wall-parallel planes:
(a) y = 3, (b) z = 3. Note that the streamwise and spanwise coordinates are scaled diﬀerently.
Fig. 8. Downstream development of the streamwise perturbation velocity and λ2 under FST in transverse planes; (—–) λ2; (- - -) δ99 of the
base-state: (a) x = 253, (b) x = 396, (c) x = 741, (d) x = 884.
3.2. Bypass transition
A decomposition as shown above is not feasible for the analysis of the bypass transition scenario as the transient
data is neither periodic nor statistically converged. Hence we rely on a qualitative description of ﬂow phenomena
from instantaneous visualizations.
The visualization of the instantaneous streamwise perturbation velocity in wall-parallel planes within the boundary-
layer in ﬁgure 7 reveals the typical characteristics of bypass transition: small-scale vortical disturbances penetrate the
edge of the boundary layer and trigger the emergence of streamwise streaks through the lift-up eﬀect15. Further
downstream, streak instability gives birth to turbulent spots that grow in size and ﬁnally merge with others while
being advected. Interestingly, a sustaining high-speed streak is observed right in the corner.
The diﬀerent stages of receptivity and bypass transition can be seen in the transverse plane plots of the perturbation
ﬁeld in ﬁgure 8. Here, the streamwise perturbation velocity is shown alongside with the λ2-criterion to distinguish
between streaks and vortical disturbances, respectively. In the beginning of the domain in ﬁgure 8a, vortical distur-
bances in the far-ﬁeld are the dominant perturbation ﬂow feature. In ﬁgure 8b at a position somewhat more down-
stream, streamwise streaks evolve within the boundary-layer while the far-ﬁeld turbulence exponentially decays until
becoming almost non-existent in 8c. In accordance with theory, the width of the streaks in 8b-c is found in the order
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of the boundary-layer thickness. The above-mentioned high-speed streak can, again, be seen in the same plots. Close
to the outlet in ﬁgure 8d, the boundary-layer ﬂow is entirely transitional or turbulent. The typical turbulent exchange
of momentum between the wall-near sublayer and the outer regions can be seen from the clear separation of high and
low-speed perturbation velocity.
4. Conclusions
An interesting observation is the formation of a turbulent wedge originating from the corner under harmonic
boundary-layer forcing. This is found in contrast to linear stability analyses as in the work of Parker & Balachandar16
or by the present authors8, which do not predict a reduced stability limit as compared to the Blasius ﬂat plate ﬂow.
The latter represents the asymptotic solution for the streamwise and wall normal velocity components far away from
the corner. A possible explanation for the preferred onset of instability in the near-corner region can be found in the
sensitivity study by Alizard et al. 17, and the linear stability analysis of a deformed base-ﬂow by Schmidt5. The ﬁrst
mentioned authors demonstrated that the corner region is highly sensitive to base-ﬂow modiﬁcations within a linear
framework, and that a signiﬁcant decrease in the critical Reynolds number can be expected due to such a modiﬁcation.
The second mentioned ﬁnds a drastic decrease of the linear instability limit for a deformed base-ﬂow that mimics the
outward bulge seen in experiment or as seen in this study in the mean ﬁeld under symmetric forcing, compare ﬁgure
3b. Transient growth is another potential candidate to explain the observed behaviour. The linear non-modal analysis
by Alizard et al. 18 showed that temporal transient growth has to be expected. More recently, the present authors7
used the same framework as for this study to demonstrate that spatial transient growth indeed does occur in fully
non-parallel simulations under periodic mono-frequency forcing at low amplitudes. The mechanism was analysed in
detail using an eigenvector-expansion-based optimal perturbation technique. However, the ampliﬁcation rates were
found moderate and no signiﬁcant spatial transient growth was observed in the present high-amplitude simulations.
From the numerical side, it was demonstrated that the construction of FST is feasible for non-homogeneous prob-
lems in which the eigenvectors are two-dimensional. The complication arising from the multiple wavenumber content
of the basis vectors was solved by formulating a non-linear optimisation problem for the expansion coeﬃcients. It has
to be noted that our approach neglects certain potentially important non-parallel eﬀects19, a property our results share
with comparable ﬂat plate studies such as the ones summarized by Durbin & Wu20 that also use a continuous-mode-
expansion method to construct artiﬁcial FST.
In summary, our results bring to light a fundamental diﬀerence between the two transition scenarios in streamwise
corner-ﬂow: in the case of harmonic forcing (both, symmetric and anti-symmetric), the corner itself plays a dominant
role in the development of turbulence, while no such eﬀect can be seen in the bypass scenario triggered by high
turbulence level free-stream contamination.
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